New Information Included in the General Tab in The Book

Users can now go to the General tab of The Big Page in The Book and see the following fields have been added:

- Country of Citizenship
- Ethnicity, Race(s)
- Legacy information self-reported from the student’s application for admission (2009-2010 applications to current).

Class Enrollment Search Added to the Book

A new Class Schedule option has also been added to The Book. This replaces the Excel enrollment spreadsheets and allows users to customize the information requested, e.g., by department, lower- or upper-division, General Education category.

This new search allows you to view the information on the page or download it in Excel.

The only required field is Term, and users can browse through the schedule using the links at the bottom of the page. The scope can be narrowed by selecting combinations of subjects, general education types, campus, colleges, departments (such as modern languages to see both SPAN, FR, etc), and part of term. The popular choices of Online, Honors and Level have also been added.

The data is refreshed frequently during the day, which means the information is much more current than the enrollment spreadsheets. The page is not real-time because each real-time search would require running the query against the more than 20,000 sections offered in a Fall or Spring term, and that would adversely affect performance during peak periods such as add/drop.